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Over 13+ years of experience in Team Lead role in a Production Support 
department, overseeing the construction, scheduling, and timely success of 
processes Systems Administrator, focused on server availability and optimal 
functionality, as well as developing a deep knowledge-set of administrative 
utilities for both Unix and Windows Accomplished at scripting and employing Unix 
shell scripts. 

OCTOBER 2012 – PRESENT
PRODUCTION CONTROL ANALYST - DITECH HOME LOANS

 Operate as a part of an audited sdl, using tools such as itcm and implementer in
order to promote finalized application code to a diverse test/production platform
set. Work with various internal teams to create tool scripts used in code 
promotion, as well as job processing creation and maintenance. Support 
deployment teams and projects with insight on production systems, while 
observing strict audit guidelines and procedure integrity.

 Spearheaded the second shift position in application deployments, 
troubleshooting deployment issues, and employing off-hours resources when 
needed. Applied systems platforms include windows, linux, aix, and iseries.

 Deployed code for various application and utilities including web sites and 
services; stored procedures, reports, and jobs for sql and oracle databases; 
table creations and adjustments, indexes, programs and stored procedures on 
iseries systems.

 Mastery of middleware deployment tools such as jenkins, itcm, implementer; 
source code control systems such as mks, tfs.

 Create, optimize and maintain unix scripts designed for various types of 
deployments on aix/linux systems.

 Manage and maintain job setups and adjustments in robot enterprise scheduler. 
Converted a 2500 job structure from autosys to robot with minimal job flow 
interruption or logistic deviations.

 Produced monthly reports for infrastructure requests database (ticketing 
system), and disseminated to executive and management recipients.

AUGUST 2005 – SEPTEMBER 2012
UNIX SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR - SHPS

 Participating in an ongoing venture to virtualize physical machines in the 
datacenter, using vmware and linux kickstart procedures. This also involves 
careful planning around the departments and services in order to provide 
downtime on production systems.

 Allocating and configuring disk storage for servers from san and nas storage 
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shelves, requiring host kit installation and fabric/network zoning to the netapp 
and xiv frames.

 Consolidated the enterprise fabric switches in order to reduce datacenter 
footprint and simplify connectivity between servers and the san.

 Activate and manage user accounts and permissions over nis (and occasionally 
ad for windows). Includes ftp and sftp accounts, and strict observance to 
security requirements demanded by hipaa regulations.

 Schedule backups and set policies for various filesystems and databases using 
commvault. Daily backup duties include backup tape preparation for 
transference to offsite location.

 Fulfilled a backup role as a unix deployment specialist for the release 
management department. This involved scheduled and ad hoc code placements
and installations using traditional methods and custom applications.

 Periodic on-call rotation, servicing the entire company for any unix system.

EDUCATION

AAS in Computer Programming - 2000(St. Paul Technical College )

SKILLS

Production, Team lead, Unix, Strong Knowledge Of Software Development 
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